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Prior to the JCK show, my column, Have a Positive 
Perspective, for the May issue focused on the positive 
aspects our economy had experienced over the past twenty-
four months. My goal was to provide a positive framework for 
all those jewelers traveling to Las Vegas for all of the shows. 
I sensed the sentiment of many in the business were not 
convinced business was all that good despite the economic 
data all to the contrary. Employment, GDP, The Stock Market, 
Inflation, and Consumer Confidence all were at record levels.

Since then, all the economic indicators have continued to 
climb to new higher levels. New records for employment have 
been set. The stock market hit an all-time high within the last 
two weeks of July topping the 27,000 mark before taking a fall 
because of the continuing escalating trade battle between the 
US and China. Inflation is still tamed and as a result of these 
developments consumer confidence remains high.

In our July/August issue we ran a piece by Jim Ackerman, 
“Are You Exploiting the Trump Economy?” In it Ackerman 
highlighted most of the points made in the May editorial. 
Record employment for African-Americans, Hispanics, Asian, 
and Females. He continued by hitting consumer confidence 
and wages all are at record levels.

Though the Trump name was used in the headline, the political 
endorsement of Donald Trump went no further simply because 
The Retail Jeweler is a business magazine. We are not in the 
business of endorsing political parties, individuals, or their 
positions. The fact remains however, the economy is very good 
and jewelers need to take advantage of the current situation. It 
is a strategic imperative that does not occur very often.

We are now approximately 100 days from the single most 
important gift giving event of the calendar year. Ackerman 
went on to write advising jewelers “to allocate a portion of 
your increased revenues and invest in your marketing prowess, 
habits, systems, skills and resources.

Marketing is defined as all those things that bring customers 
– existing and new – to your business. In the rush to join 
the digital revolution, many jewelers will focus on Internet 
advertising efforts. After all, how much has been said and 
written about the Millennial generation are best influenced by 
on-line promotional efforts. Digital may be the best way to 
appeal to and get new customers to visit your store.

That said, it is as important to remember your existing customer 
base is still there and needs to be remembered. These are 
people well beyond the Millennial age range. These are the 
people who listen to radio, watch television, read the local 

newspapers. It’s important that you allocate your 
marketing budget accordingly. Customers need to be 

reminded that you are still in the business of taking care of 
their gift giving needs. Forgetting local media is a violation of 
the best practices of the principle of the Marketing Mix. The 
Marketing Mix is all of the promotional elements you employ 
to bring engage customers, excite them, and motivate them 
to visit you because you are THE jeweler in your community.

Additionally, another element of the Marketing Mix is 
what you plan for your public relations efforts. Your media 
partners will gladly help you promote events prior to the 

season. Special shopping nights for women to show them all the 
new treasures you’ve brought into the store. The same concept 
works well for the men in their lives and gives you the opportunity 
to show them the things their ladies just loved. You can invite 
your local newspaper to each event for who’s who photographs 
and publicity.  City magazines love to cover such events. 
Photographs of their customers in your store creates buzz galore.

A final element for your holiday promotion plans is 
direct mail.  Direct mail pieces can cover a wide variety 
of resources including branded names and designer 

merchandise. These can be tailored to tie in with trunk shows 
with select suppliers. These are entertaining opportunities with 
catered food and wine. Jewelers and vendors who participate 
in these events speak highly of the results because the increase 
in new merchandise the vendors bring to the event make the 
customers want to buy simply because they may never see 
that particular piece again.

The Christmas season still is the number one 
single period for jewelry sales. Go into it with your 
promotional guns loaded, your inventory stocked, 
your sales team trained and ready for the excitement 

to come. Enthusiasm is contagious. Expectation breeds results. 
And, the results you seek will bring your business into the new 
year with a positive outlook and ready for another good year.

The times right now are good. Take advantage of 
the positive employment numbers, rising incomes, 
and consumer confidence. Now is the time.  Take 
advantage of it while you can.

By Frank Dallahan
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Frank Dallahan

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

Planning  
Is Now
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Luxury Swiss watch manufacturer, Richard Mille, is the 
first in New York State – and fourth in USA – to deploy the 
Intruder Spray System from SelectaDNA, which utilizes 
forensic science to reduce burglary, robbery and high-
value theft by a documented range of 40 to 86 percent. 
The cutting-edge technology was installed at the 
world-renowned watch brand’s architecturally stunning 
flagship boutique, located on ‘Billionaire’s Row’ on 57th 
Street in Manhattan.
 
The system uses the power of forensic marking science to 
considerably deter crime and, if a crime is committed, enhances 
law enforcement’s ability to irrefutably identify criminals, then 
apprehend and prosecute them. The technology has been used 
for more than ten years in 46 countries on five continents. It is now 
available and beginning to be deployed in the United States.
 
The forensic technology is synthetically manufactured in an 
accredited ISO 17025 laboratory. It is scientifically structured, 
and functions, the same as organic DNA – but is more durable. 
Each unit of the forensic solution contains a universally unique 
code (sequence), which is never replicated; thus, providing an 
exclusive identifying marker for each client. Each unique forensic 
code provides an uncontestable link between a criminal, or 
stolen item, to a specific crime scene and date and time.
 
The system can be integrated with other security systems such 
as burglary, access control, intrusion, video, and many others. 
It can also be installed as a standalone crime-fighting solution. 
There are various modalities of system activation, including 
but not limited to panic buttons, money clips, remote video 
monitoring, RFID and facial recognition technology.
 
When the system is activated, the invisible, non-toxic and 
water-based forensic solution remains on marked criminals’ 
skin for four to six weeks, and clothing for two to three months. 
The solution is only visible via a special frequency UV light, 
leaving criminals exposed to identification and apprehension 
well after leaving the crime scene. 
 
“We’re pleased to provide Richard Mille with a proven crime-
fighting technology to further enhance its already impressive 
security measures,” said Henrik Olsen, CEO of CSI Protect, the 
exclusive provider of SelectaDNA technology in the United 
States. “SelectaDNAs forensic marking technology is a well-
documented tool to prevent and deter a large percentage of 
crime across the globe and now in the United States.”

 

“I’m very impressed with this newly-arrived 
technology in the United States, as it’s a legitimate 

industry game changer and a true asset to our clients,” said Basil 
Morales, owner/partner of Stratagem Security headquartered 
in Elmsford, NY, which installed the Intruder Spray System 
at Richard Mille. “This technology helps synergize security 
outcomes and places a priority on crime prevention, which is 
our ultimate goal.”
 
Many Fortune 500 and iconic, well-known companies have 
used SelectaDNA technology, including, Tag Heuer, Pandora, 
Chanel, Watchfinder & Co., 7-Eleven, Circle K, G4S, Securitas, 
GlaxoSmithKline, Lloyds Bank, The Royal Bank of Scotland 
(RBS), Bank of New Zealand, McDonald’s, KFC, Balfour Beatty, 
Shell, Texaco, Raptis Rare Books and thousands of others. 
 
SelectaDNA is the global leader in forensic marking offering 
a full range of property, infrastructure and offender marking 
solutions, using a completely secure and unique forensic 
technology. SelectaDNA, which is water-based, non-toxic and 
non-flammable, is proven to reduce crime (especially robbery, 
burglary and high-value theft) by up to 86%. SelectaDNA not 
only reduces crime, but also enables law enforcement to link 
criminals to crime scenes and secure convictions. 
 
CSI Protect is the exclusive provider of SelectaDNA technology 
in North America, providing full-service crime-fighting expertise 
to prevent and reduce crime, as well as aid law enforcement 
in the efficient, accurate identification and apprehension of 
criminals. 

Joe Maltese

For more information please contact Joe Maltese 
at CSIprotect.com SelectaDNA.us

P: 561-722-5645

NEW YORK JEWELER DEPLOYS  
INTRUDER SPRAY SYSTEM

By Joe Maltese
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More and more travelers are returning 
home missing something of significance, 
according to a national survey on traveling 
with jewelry conducted by Jewelers 
Mutual Insurance Group. The survey found 
that since 2015, the number of people 
reporting fine jewelry being lost or stolen 
while traveling has doubled.

According to the study, 20 percent of 
people have experienced loss or theft of 
fine jewelry when traveling, which is up 
from 10 percent just four years ago. Twenty-
seven percent of those travelers report 
losing their fine jewelry on the beach, and 
only 1 percent ever recover their jewelry 
that is lost or stolen on vacation.

“Travel continues to be a vulnerable time to 
misplace or have jewelry stolen. Travelers 
can and should insure their jewelry, and 
there also are steps travelers can take to 
minimize risk,” said Don Elliott, Jewelers 
Mutual’s director of claims. “As we head 
into peak summer travel, we want to 
highlight steps to take before and while on 
vacation to help protect jewelry keepsakes 
and investments.”

JEWELRY THEFT OR LOSS 
DURING TRAVEL HAS DOUBLED
Jewelers Mutual shares tips to protect jewelry when traveling

By David Sexton

David Sexton
David Sexton is vice 
president of loss 
prevention consulting at 
Jewelers Mutual Insurance 
Company. Headquartered 
in Neenah, Wis., 
Jewelers Mutual is the 
only  nsurance company 
in the U.S. and Canada 

that specializes exclusively in protecting the jewelry 
industry and individuals´ jewelry.

The following article is written to help retail jewelers help their customers with practical common-sense 
reminders of things to do to protect the customer’s jewelry while traveling.  We hope you find this 
information useful.

Editor’s 
Note

To prevent jewelry loss or theft, Jewelers Mutual – the nation’s  
leading insurer dedicated to jewelry for more than 100 years 
and an expert in jewelry loss prevention – recommends:

Document: As you’re packing, take a photo of the pieces you’re  
taking with you. If you need to file a police report for any reason,  
this proof of ownership will be very helpful.

Carry It: Never put jewelry in a checked bag. Wear it or stow it in  
your carry-on bag and keep that bag in sight at all times.

Don’t Post It: Avoid being an easy target. Don’t share photos of  
your jewelry or where you are staying on social media.

Wear Wisely: Avoid wearing jewelry while swimming, especially in  
cold water where finger sizes can temporarily shrink.

Tuck Away: Never leave jewelry out in the open. Use the safe in your 
room or hotel vault.

Conceal Don’t Reveal: Tuck necklaces inside your shirt, turn your 
engagement ring to the inside of your hand and cover any bracelets  
or watches with a sleeve when in dangerous areas.

Button Up: If you’re packing earrings, fasten them to an extra button  
to avoid them being separated or misplaced.

Suck It Up: Thread necklaces through a paper straw. This will prevent 
them from being easily misplaced or lost, with the added benefit of 
avoiding a tangled mess.

Additional advice for traveling with jewelry is available in Jewelers Mutual’s new, 
digital travel guide, Your Guide For Traveling With Jewelry. It covers packing, time 
away, and upon return tips as well as advice for buying jewelry on vacation and 
what to do if your jewelry is lost or stolen while traveling.

For more information about jewelry insurance for your customers and a suite of 
program offerings available to jewelers, contact Jewelers Mutual at 800-336-5642, 
ext. 2118 or email sales@jminsure.com. 
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By Bill Boyajian

But aside from these alternatives, there are even better and easier ways to 
minimize family tension and stress. Here are several to consider:

•  Tension often develops from a lack of trust and confidence between family members. 
Building trust often takes years, but it begins by having empathy for one another and 
getting over our insecurities to begin a fresh start.

•  Work on becoming a better listener and seeking to truly hear and understand the other 
person. One of the greatest forms of disrespect comes from interrupting someone when 
he is talking. Focusing on listening will help almost any situation.

•  Focus on what is in the best interest of your business. Anyone who disagrees with this 
principle is out for himself and is probably not good for the business.

•  Spend time with each other, but away from the business. Develop a relationship outside of 
the business itself just for fun and learn to enjoy each other’s company.

•  Also spend time away from the business and from each other. This makes those times 
when you are together much more enjoyable and meaningful.

•  Develop and maintain a family code of conduct that calls for mutual respect and kindness. This 
doesn’t mean avoiding the hard conversations or professional accountability so necessary 
for honesty and candor. Exercising “tough love” in a kind way should be the norm.

•  Educate extended family members – including spouses of principals and owners – as 
appropriate, on selected affairs, policies, and planning for the business. Don’t hide 
important information about the company from those who really should know. People 
who are informed are much more likely to accept their roles because knowledge and 
information has not been unduly withheld.

•  Seek outside help if and when you need it. Such people should be in the form of unbiased 
and trusted friends and advisors whose sole interest is to benefit you and the business as 
a whole.

I can’t guarantee that you’ll eliminate all tension within the family but if you follow these 
guidelines, but I’m certain you will minimize tension and conflicts and create a much more 
collegial and congenial environment if you do.

HOW TO 

REDUCE TENSION 

IN A FAMILY BUSINESS

Bill Boyajian

Bill is the former long-time president of the Gemological Institute of America, 
and is currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian & Associates, Inc. His 
company consults for a wide variety of businesses in the gem and jewelry industry, 
specializing in leadership, business, and organizational development, family 
transition, and succession planning. Bill is the author of Developing the Mind of a 
Leader – Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach 
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

Most jewelry businesses – retail 
and wholesale – are family 
businesses and all have some 
form of tension. The tension is 
caused by many factors: different 
personalities and temperaments, 
different ideas about how the 
business should be run, poor or 
non-existent communication, 
and differing expectations about 
roles and responsibilities. A lack 
of patience in these and other 
areas of disagreement can cause 
disharmony, anger, and long-term 
bitterness. The conflicts can be 
between parents and children, 
siblings or cousins, spouses of 
owners, or any such combination. 
Whatever challenges you face, be 
assured you aren’t alone.

The good news is that there are 
many helpful ways to defuse 
conflicts. Having an outside board, 
a trusted friend, or an outside 
professional advisor can provide 
a good start. Family members 
can attend university programs 
or courses on family business as a 
group where they can learn about 
the hurdles and pitfalls inherent in 
their  work. Participating in seminars 
on effective communication and 
reasoned expectations can also 
be helpful. And on a more serious 
front, occasionally a professional 
therapist is a good choice in 
helping individuals understand 
the differences in people and how 
to work together for the good 
of family relationships and the 
business itself.
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By Lucien Lee
The Experience…Every day as a brick and mortar retailer, 
we strive to create the best experience we can give to our 
customers. It is the service, the knowledge, the professionalism 
and the relationships we create that differentiate us from the 
competition. We want them to put the cell phone down, drive 
by two other retailers because of the joy and experience we 
give them. 

Put yourself on the other side for a moment. See yourself in 
the buyers’ shoes, and then ask yourself as a retailer, “What do 
we have that cannot be found online?” I would submit to you 
that it is beyond the beauty and rarity. It is the power of the 
story we are able to present to that client. It is the story of your 
visit to the precious topaz mine in Brazil. The 200-meter drop 
into the shaft of an emerald mine on a little more than a bucket 
and a piece of rope. 

Or a boating trip, out into a pearl farm to understand and 
see how pearls are cultured. When we connect a story to a 
beautiful piece of jewelry, it enriches the experience not only 
for the buyer but for the recipient as well.

I have just returned from a trip to Beijing; Hong Kong with 
Gemstone Expeditions and Joe Menzie. I highly recommend 
traveling with Joe. For more than 40 years, Joe Menzie has 
worked with fine jewelers throughout the world to provide 
them with unique, extraordinary and beautiful gemstones in 
all sizes and price ranges.

His career began in the jewelry business, 1973 as an intern in 
his grandfather’s wholesale jewelry business where he learned 
the color gemstone business. Ten years later, he formed his 
own company, Joseph Menzie Inc. The business has taken him 
to every corner of the world to buy precious gem stones. 

In 2003, he was elected to the Presidency of ICA, the International 
Colored Gemstone Association, a 4 year term with 8 additional 
sitting on Executive BOD and advisory council. Menzie was 

instrumental in bringing the gemstone trade to Dubai, Korea, 
Russia, and most important, China. In 2013, he was honored 
with The lifetime Achievement Award by the International 
Colored Gemstone Association.

A trip with Joe will be not only an incredible experience, but 
it also will give you a powerful story to tell your clients when 
you return. The hospitality and warmth of the people in the 
mountains of Brazil made a lasting impression on me. 

I understand the difficulty and the argument of, “How can I 
leave my store for a foreign trip?” It is hard enough to justify 
trips to the trade shows in this country. I will tell you that the 
cultural experience alone is worth it. 

My experience reminds me of the smiles that the Brazilian 
gemstones that left my store gave my clients. I am excited to 
tell the story of the sapphires and rubies acquired in Hong Kong 
and the value of the Akoya pearls I bought just for them. The 
trip will pay for itself and will give you a lifetime of stories to tell. 

The experiences and the friends you make will last forever. 
Kudos to you Joe.

CHEERS!

THE BENEFITS OF TRAVEL TO THE EXOTIC PLACES 
WHERE GEMSTONES ARE BORN!

Lucian Lee

President & CEO
Hales Jewelers
532 Haywood
Greenville, SC 29607
864-297-5600
lrlee@halesjewelers.com
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HERE ARE SOME INSTORE  MERCHANDISING TIPS THAT WILL HELP

Visual Merchandising is the art of displaying merchandise to enhance its sales appeal. 

Visual merchandising is an important component of any retail store’s success. How products are displayed in 
a store drives sales. How your store looks is sometimes more important that what you are selling. Is your store 
entrance inviting? Are your cases and fixtures easy to access? Are you telling a good visual “story” with your 
windows? All of these questions are key to success when you’re attempting to create a space that customers want 
to shop and spend their time and money. 

The goal of an in-store display is to always sell the merchandise. The goal of a window display is to prompt the 
person walking by to walk into your store.

MORE ON 
MERCHANDISING

 1. LOOK AT THE NUMBERS 

 2. KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER  DEMOGRAPHICS

 3. OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW 

 4. LESS IS MORE

 5. LEVERAGE JEWELRY BRAND DISPLAYS

 6. TAP INTO YOUR STORE STAFF’S TALENTS

 7.  CREATE A VISUAL  MERCHANDISING CALENDAR

 8. TRACK IT

 9. MORE IS NOT BETTER: MAP IT OUT

 10.  CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS:  ENOUGH SAID.

 11.  GOOD LIGHTING IS VITAL:   IF THEY CAN’T SEE IT – 
THEY WON’T BUY IT

 12.  CREATE A WELCOMING STORE ENVIRONMENT

 13. USE THE PYRAMID PRINCIPLE

 14. EVENLY DISTRIBUTE JEWELRY BY POPULARITY

 15. ROTATE THEM

 16. DON’T NEGLECT THE SMALL DETAILS

 17. THE BIG GUYS ARE BIG FOR SOME REASONS

 18.   CHECK OUT THE VISUAL MERCHANDISING TOOLS 
THAT THE SILVER PROMOTION SERVICE HAS TO OFFER

By Gloria Maccaroni 
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1. LOOK AT THE NUMBERS 

2. KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER  DEMOGRAPHICS  

3. OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW 

We’ve now reached a point where there’s pretty much nothing left that we can’t track with a little bit of effort and technology. From 
walking patterns around the store to the  number of views per display, average view times etc. This can be coupled with  broader 
indicators like foot traffic and seasonal variations in store visits. Combine  this information with more detailed data on sales and 
you’ll be able to devise merchandising tactics that have a clearly positive impact on your bottom line.

Can you describe the people coming into your store ?  Knowing who are you attracting and what you 
hope to sell them is important to successful product display. Dedicate a case to new trends to attract the 
millennial customer.

Frederic Duclos  Lucite plaque   

Point of sale designer logo signs help set 
the collection apart from other pieces in 
the showcase and allow for highlighting 
specific pieces of the collection in a front 
window display.

Frederic Duclos 
sterling silver Tres 
Magnifique necklace 

MSRP $248.

FredericDuclos.com 
714-898-3636

Merchandising revolves around your merchandise ! While it may seem common sense, many jewelry stores do not rotate their 
products often enough.

Joryel Vera offers this elegant , 
versatile incase display. 

Cream and white leatherette 
base 14”x 12”  back panel 14” 
x 11”, picture frame 6” x  9”, 
picture included  free with a 
$3,500 opening order.  

Call 561-508-2945 for  
more information 

SILVER COLLECTION

3000 E 1ST AVE, SUITE #181, DENVER, CO 80206
(720) 445-5292

John Atencio offers  individual   
dealer books for silver, gold, 
and bridal collections.   Each 
design and collection is 
captured visually – with 
details on John’s inspiration, 
wholesale and retail pricing, 
product details and best sellers

John Atencio Arrivo garnet and 
diamond cuff bracelet 

MSRP: $995. 

JohnAtencio.com

720-445-5292

Joryel Vera sterling silver   
lolite ring  

MSRP: $328.                   
JoryelVeraWholesale.com 

561-508-2945
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4. LESS IS MORE 

5. LEVERAGE JEWELRY BRAND DISPLAYS

6. TAP INTO YOUR STORE STAFF’S TALENTS

Remember that 20% of the products account for 80% of sales revenue. Pareto’s Law applies to an amazing 
number of things in business as well as in life. Keep your displays simple. Keep them uncluttered. Leave some 
space around them. The most common mistake is trying to show too much at the same time. Props should be 
simple in shape, preferably something that provides a large mass of color or texture, such as blocks, covered 
boxes or risers. Stay away from things with busy details-too distracting . Create  focal points  in each display 
and  remember “less is more”.

Props should be simple in shape, preferably something that provides a large mass of color or texture. Many 
silver brands including Phillip Gavriel , EL Designs, Joryel Vera  and Michou provide great incase displays. 

Michou has just introduced a branded 
display program with beautiful jewelry 
trays, large and small necklace forms, 
ring pillows, and other shapes to 
create an eye-catching Michou display. 

Call 530-525-3320 for details 

Michou’s sterling silver  
twisted wire, black druzy and 
ice quartz pendant 

MSRP: $140.   

MichouJewelry.com 
530-525-3320

Chances are you are selling collections from brands that offer merchandising and display tools. This creates a great opportunity for you 
to capitalize on the brand’s consumer awareness. Vendor provided visuals and display tools can play an important role in sales success.

Capitalize on the brands consumer awareness”. 

The nationally recognized brand, Phillip Gavriel,  offers branded 
displays for every piece in the collection. If needed, additional 
displays for pendants, bracelets, and studs, are also available. 
Simply call 800-622-0960 for more information. 

Phillip Gavriel 
sterling silver & 18K 
gold Doppio link 
bracelet  

MSRP: $595.   
PhillipGavriel.com 
800-622-0960

You may have someone on your staff who would like to work on visual merchandising. Challenge their creativity and offer incentives 
or monetary rewards for their efforts. Be sure to allow scheduled time for them to devote to merchandising. 

“Challenge their creativity and offer incentives or monetary rewards for their efforts”.

Kir provides a variety of materials and assets to 
the retailer to aid in branding and selling including 
merchandising suggestions for easy set up.  POS 
materials are  sent with the first order and replenished 
as requested. Something unique that Kir offers is an 
incentive program as part of their buy-in package. It is 
offered and available to all retailers with a qualifying 
order. Sales are submitted by the store manager twice 
a year and the staff can select a KIR piece to purchase 
with their earned credit.

MORE ON MERCHANDISING

Kir sterling silver gemstone pave  
medium knuckle ring

MSPR: $350. 
KirCollection.com  
303-530-1268
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7. CREATE A VISUAL  MERCHANDISING CALENDAR 

8. TRACK IT  

9. MORE IS NOT BETTER: MAP IT OUT 

Visual merchandising is a never-ending process. That’s why it’s great to have a calendar where you can map out the most important 
events, holidays, collection launches, and ad campaigns. Plan dates for when to replace / refresh displays and 
windows. A calendar can help to keep you on track so that you can focus on sales when necessary. A good 
rule of thumb is to try and refresh your displays and improve product placement at least once a month.

Lassaire in 
Motion earrings 
with simulated 
diamonds

MSRP: $150.

Lafonn.com 
855-2lafonn

Monitor your sales and inventory levels. If something really takes off, be prepared to reorder immediately. If you have sold through 
your inventory and you have no back stock, change your visual merchandising plan to something you have in depth. If something 
doesn’t sell, try moving the pieces or collection to another location before giving up on it.

A lifetime of sterling  memories for your wrist. 

MSRP: $539.     
RembrandtCharms.com 
800-828-7840

In general, most jewelry stores lose 40 percent of total space due to aisle ways, doorways, office space, back 
rooms, facilities, etc. Total jewelry product display case space can often only take up as little as 10 percent of the 
store’s total square footage.  Create focal points in each display and remember that less is more. Map out a floor 
plan and track traffic to better analyze high traffic vs dead space and aid in merchandising planning.

“Most jewelry stores lose 40 percent of total space”    

Belle Étoile now offers elegant, designer tower showcases available for its retailers. Sleek and modern in design, 
these fabulous cases are perfect to display the Belle Etoile collections. In addition to displays and packaging, 
Belle Etoile also provides  an extensive customer manual that includes 
planogram to help retailers layout their displays, training guides and care 
tips that they can use to close every sale. Contact  sales@belleetoilejewelry.
com to learn more. Sterling silver Pashmina white bangle  

MSRP: $450. 
BelleEtoileJewelry.com  
877-838-6728

Birthday stone jewelry is always a key calendar item .Styles 
in sterling silver are affordable and in fashion no matter 
what the occasion. Lafonn offers a  Birthstone Ring Program 
with branded, space saving display.  Rings are crafted 
in Sterling Silver bonded with Platinum with Simulated 
Diamonds and Lab-Grown and Simulated Gemstones.  
$130 MSRP each. $1560 MSRP for the full program which 
comes with a complimentary display

Rembrandt Charms offers a variety of marketing materials in digital and print 
formats.  Rembrandt account representatives can explain what’s working well 
for other retail jewelers . A wide range of digital and print marketing support 
is available, including mini catalogs for your consumers. Jewelers can login to 
Rembrandtcharms.com or call 800-828-7840 for more information.
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Nambe offers this sleek display  with minimum opening orders of $3,000

Kelim  925 sterling silver teadrop necklace 

MSRP: $420.  
KelimJewelry.com  
301-448-7367

Do you have fresh flowers? Does your store smell great? Is your playlist stuck in the 1990s? Yes, little touches go a long way.  You 
need to consider that the mood of your store should be warm and welcoming not sterile and static.  Your playlist should be either 

up to date or filled with classics.  Deluxe packaging and gift wrapping 
are a must! 

“Deluxe packaging and gift wrapping are a must!” 

Deluxe packaging from Martha Seely. 

Sterling silver hinged 
narrow cuffs with 
gemstones 

MSRP: $442-$798. 
MarthaSeely.com  
617-899-2162

Sterling silver Dazzle hoop 
earrings by Nambe  
MSRP: $350.   
Nambe.com

10. CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS:  ENOUGH SAID

11. GOOD LIGHTING IS VITAL:   IF THEY CAN’T SEE IT – THEY WON’T BUY IT. 

12. CREATE A WELCOMING STORE ENVIRONMENT

13. USE THE PYRAMID PRINCIPLE

Use  the pyramid principle to create an effective and interesting display. If you place one focal point piece  at the center of the display 
and let all the other elements “step down” from that point, you’ll have a very effective design. It’s that top focal point that attracts 
attention and makes the display interesting to look at. This principle always works.  
You really can’t construct a bad pyramid display.

“Place one focal point piece at the center of the display” this Kelim necklace is a 
perfect focal point!    

MORE ON MERCHANDISING
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E.L. Designs sterling silver & 14K bling swing bracelet with 15 channel-set diamonds, 0.3tcw 
MSRP:  $1,463   eldesigns.com or 800-828-1122

PiYaRo provides customized flyers with a display stand . Flyers are customized  to include the 
stores information and are a great selling tools. Each customized flyer can be used to promote 
the collection and for the customer to learn more about the style.

Italian silver hinge bracelet with 14k Yellow Gold and 0.30ct H Color vs Diamonds     
MSRP: $1,559   Piyaro.com or 770-664-1818

14. EVENLY DISTRIBUTE JEWELRY BY POPULARITY

15. ROTATE THEM

16. DON’T NEGLECT THE SMALL DETAILS

A good  method is to avoid grouping all the best-selling items into one area, which might seem like a natural impulse. Every main 
display case and every area of your store should hold “hidden gems”, which can act as an engaging factor to keep customers 
looking at more merchandise and going through the whole store, not just stopping at a central point and getting decision paralysis 
because they are suddenly presented with too many very attractive offers.  In the end, the customer will turn back to a specific 
display that held that one item and will make the purchase decision easier.

E.L. Designs offers branded display items including; 
large & small risers; pendant displays with pouches to 
hide tags; bracelet displays in single or multiple slots; 
ring roll displays; and two different earring display 
heights. These display items are  automatically 
included with opening orders.  Call for additional 
displays as needed.

Move existing displays around the salesfloor when new merchandise arrives. Since the fairly new products will still be selling, switch your 
displays two weeks after their arrival. Move one from the front to the middle of the store and the other from the middle to the back.

Are all items tagged and labeled ? Does the sales associate know how to 
pronounce  the brand/designer name?

Lika Behar sterling silver & 24K fusion gold  “Eclipse” open cuff bracelet

MSRP: $1,890.   
LikaBehar.com 
201-933-7200   
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The Silver Promotion Service offers 
merchandising items including a “Silver” lucite 
plaque, a silver bar facsimile and an elegant 
presentation pad. Use these tools to designate 
that the case contains Sterling Silver merchandise. 
Allowing the  consumer to be assured that they 
are looking at  precious sterling silver. 

You can find these items at 
savorsilverretailconnection.com 

17. THE BIG GUYS ARE BIG FOR SOME REASONS

18.  CHECK OUT THE VISUAL MERCHANDISING TOOLS THAT THE SILVER PROMOTION 
SERVICE HAS TO OFFER

They pretty much know what they’re doing. While it’s important to set yourself apart , it also pays off to take a good look at what 
the big retailers are doing and what they value most in terms of their merchanting best practices.

Gabriel & Co offers ac B2B portal is an online tool where authorized 
Gabriel  retailers can  log in and request their marketing tools, displays 
and products. 

Silver and white sapphire 25mm souvien 
hoop earring. 

MSRP: $675   GabrielNY.com

Gloria Maccaroni 

Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in 
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are 
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com

MORE ON MERCHANDISING

FPO

Visual merchandising is  
an important component of  

retail store success;  
how products are displayed  

in a store drives sales.
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Logan Cutshall
Hunt Country Jewelers

Adam Neele
 Adam Neeley Fine Art Jewelry 

The American Gem Trade Association announced 
the winners of the prestigious 2019 AGTA Spec-
trum Awards™ competition held in New York. 
It is regarded as the world’s prominent colored 
gemstone and cultured pearl design competition.

The distinguished panel of judges included: 
John Carter, Jack Lewis Fine Jewelers; Paula 
Crevoshay, Mellika Company, Inc. /Crevoshay; 
Myriam Galli, Gemveto Jewelry Company, Inc.; 
Brett Kosnar, Kosnar Gem Co.; and Naomi Sarna, 
Naomi Sarna Designs.

               AWARD WINNERS

Images courtesy of AGTA

Heena Shah
Valani 

Roland Krainz
Krainz Creations 
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David White
Aucoin Hart Jewelers

Tanja Schuetz
DuftyWeis Opals, Inc.

David Nassi,
100% Natural, Ltd.

Jeffrey Bilgore
Jeffrey Bilgore, LLC

Ricardo Basta
E. Eichberg, Inc.

Bella Campbell
Campbellian Collection / BHI 

Best of Show David Nassi, 100% Natural, Ltd. - 30.19 ct. un-
treated cushion-cut Tanzanian red Spinel.

Best Use of Color David White, Aucoin Hart Jewelers - 18K 
yellow and white gold cufflinks featuring Sapphires (3.09 ctw.) 
accented with Diamonds (2.36 ctw.) and tsavorite Garnets (1.37 
ctw.).

Best Use of Pearls Chris Faber, Stuller, Inc. - 18K rose and 
white gold cufflinks featuring 12-15mm South Sea cultured 
Pearls accented with black Diamonds (5.69 ctw.) and Rubies. 
Not Pictured

Best Use of Platinum and Color Roland Krainz, Krainz Cre-
ations - Platinum “Emergence” cuff bracelet featuring Sap-
phires (9.23 ctw.), Emeralds (1.41 ctw.), Rubies (1.08 ctw.) and 
Diamonds (1.17 ctw.) set on a stingray cuff.

Best Use of Platinum Crown Heena Shah, Valani - Platinum 
“Nova” ring featuring 7.17 ct. hexagon Emerald accented with 
kite-shaped Emeralds (.98 ctw.) and Diamonds (2.63 ctw.).

Fashion Forward Adam Neeley, Adam Neeley Fine Art Jewelry 
- Purple titanium, 14K white gold and green VeraGold “Aria” 
earrings featuring indicolite Tourmalines (41.45 ctw.) accented 
with tsavorite Ganrets (3.34 ctw.) and Diamonds (2.42 ctw.).

Bridal Wear Bella Campbell, Campbellian Collection / BHI - 
18K white gold bracelet featuring rainbow Moonstones (20.00 
ctw.), blue Sapphires (2.0 ctw.) and Diamonds (2.51 ctw.).

Business/Day Wear Ricardo Basta, E. Eichberg, Inc. - 18K yel-
low gold “Karma Chameleon” ring featuring a 15.27 ct. bar-
rel facet top Tourmaline accented with Sapphires (1.58 ctw.), 
tsavorite Garnets (1.46 ctw.), Rubies (.28 ctw.) and spessartite 
Garnets (.02 ctw.). 

Classical Jeffrey Bilgore, Jeffrey Bilgore, LLC - Platinum brace-
let featuring a 3.00 ct. Russian demantoid Garnet accented with 
Russian demantoid Garnets (12.20 ctw.) and Diamonds (4.18 
ctw.).

Evening Wear Tanja Schuetz, DuftyWeis Opals, Inc. - 18K white 
gold necklace featuring a 49.80 ct. boulder Opal accented with 
blue Sapphires (3.77 ctw.), tsavorite Garnets (3.11 ctw.) and 
Diamonds (1.12 ctw.). 

Men’s Wear David White, Aucoin Hart Jewelers - 18K yellow 
and white gold cufflinks featuring Sapphires (3.09 ctw.) accent-
ed with Diamonds (2.36 ctw.) and tsavorite Garnets (1.37 ctw.).

Objects of Art Logan Cutshall, Hunt Country Jewelers - 18K 
white, yellow and rose gold “Treasure Hunt” pendant featuring 
a 180 ct. rough Aquamarine accented with Heliodor, Aquama-
rine, Opals, Emeralds, Rubies, Sapphires, Spinels and Andalu-
site.

AGTA Cutting Edge Awards™

All Other Cut David Nassi, 100% Natural, Ltd. - 30.19 ct. un-
treated cushion-cut Tanzanian red Spinel. 

Not Pictured

Carving Meg Berry, Fallbrook Gem & Mineral Society - 69.0 ct. 
carved rubellite Tourmaline, titled “Himalaya Rose.”

Classic Gemstone David Nassi, 100% Natural, Ltd. - 7.34 ct. 
untreated emerald-cut Zambian Emerald.

Pairs & Suites Ben Kho, Kho International, Ltd. - Suite of 
princess-cut multi-colored Beryl (181.44 ctw.).

Phenomenal John Ford, Lightning Ridge Collection by John 
Ford - 6.90 ct. black Opal, titled “Lucky #7.
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Being a business owner is stressful and most days require you 
to confront issues and to deal with unexpected problems. 
Although, some of these problems might have been avoidable, 
it can be difficult to not let these issues affect you. How you 
deal with problems can have long reaching effects, not only 
on your business performance but on your personal life and 
health. It pays dividends to learn how to deal with external 
issues when they happen.

One of the best questions to ask yourself when a problem 
arises is “Could I have changed this outcome?” If the answer is 
no then relax in the knowledge that this could have happened 
to anyone. These situations will always arise and there is little 
point in cursing the outcome when it was virtually inevitable. 
If you could control it then congratulate yourself – you’ve just 
learned a valuable lesson in what not to do and can eliminate 
this as being an issue that will repeat itself again in the future.

To help manage problems when they arise here are a few steps 
that will make the process run a little more smoothly for you

Focus on the problem not the solution. Anthony 
Robbins has said that the quality of your life is 
directly related to the quality of the questions you 

ask yourself. When things go wrong people too often say 
“Why does this always happen to me?” This distracts the brain 
to focus on the problem when it needs to spend its energy on 
finding a solution. Going over and over the issue is pointless if 
it doesn’t result in a resolution.

Determine the worst possible outcome and decide 
if you can live with it. Are the consequences as bad 
as you think? A better way to ask this is the question 

“Will I still be worrying about this in one month or one year?” Ask 
yourself these questions will often put problems into perspective.

HOW TO FOCUS ON THE CONTROLLABLE

By David Brown

“ Grant me the serenity to accept  
the things I cannot change, the 
courage to change the things  
I can, and the wisdom to know  
the difference”      
Reinhold Niebuhr
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PROVIDE YOURSELF WITH A STRESS RELIEF.

MANAGE THE EXPECTATION. 

Talk to others about the issue. Problems tend to 
appear larger than they are when you have to deal 
with them yourself. Talking it over with a colleague, 

a friend or a fellow business owner can help you keep it in 
perspective and offer alternative solutions you haven’t 
necessarily considered.

David Brown
David Brown is President of the Edge Retail 
Academy. If you would like more information or 
strategies on this topic, contact us!  The Edge 
Retail Academy is a highly effective jewelry 
industry consulting company that provides 
customized strategies for retailers and vendors 
to increase profits, optimize growth, reduce 
debt, create profitable inventory solutions, build 
effective teams and enhance brand loyalty and 
profitability. The Academy is committed to helping 

jewelry businesses improve their bottom line while reducing uncertainty and 
stress. Edge Retail Academy software and the unique talent pool of their 
business advisors provide real world knowledge and advice for guaranteed 
results, all on a “no-contract” basis.  877-569-8657, ext. 1,  Inquiries@
EdgeRetailAcademy.com  or  www.edgeretailacademy.com
© Edge Retail Academy   1983 Oliver Springs Street Henderson NV 89052-8502, USA

No matter how well you manage things there will always 
be stressful situations and it’s important you have an outlet 
for this. Sports can be a great way of diffusing stress as can 
hobbies and spending time with friends. A good holiday now 
and again doesn’t do any harm either!

In his book Flow, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi talks about two main 
strategies to improve the quality of your life. The first is to 
try to make external conditions match our desired goals and 
outcomes. The second is to manage our expectations of what 
outcomes we require. The first approach leaves you perpetually 
disappointed as you can never control all the external factors 
that you need to get the outcome. People and circumstances 
will always be unpredictable. Adopting the second approach 
doesn’t mean you have to settle for less or stop trying to 
achieve more, but it does provide you with an opportunity to 
adapt your expectations to provide you with a better chance 
of meeting your goals. 

We’ve all had sleepless nights coming to terms with business 
issues. These are part of the challenges of life, how we deal 
with them is part of learning and growing as a person. Treating 
them as a chance to develop yourself as a leader and manager 
can provide a sense of satisfaction when an issue is resolved. 
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As a jeweler and a burglar alarm system subscriber you should 
provide your commercial burglar alarm service company with an 
up-to-date call list. This list should contain at least six authorized 
individuals your burglar alarm service company can contact if 
alarm system notifications are triggered when you are closed 
for business and your burglar alarm system is “armed”.

So, let’s say you receive a communication failure notification 
from your burglar alarm service company while your jewelry 
operaation is closed, and your burglar alarm system is “armed”.

Here are key questions every jeweler with a 
commercial burglar alarm system wrestles with 
each time they receive this type of notification: 

•  Because your burglar alarm system hasn’t been triggered per 
se are you OK in disregarding this notification? 

•  Does such a notification merit you and a local law enforcement 
officer to immediately conduct a thorough investigation 
of your protected property to determine the source of the 
notification? 

•  Does your response depend on the type of system you have? 

Burglaries initiated with a power line cut

Since the beginning of 2019 there has been steady and 
progressive growth in the number of reported burglary attacks 
on jewelry operations following either a power cut or power 
surge at the victim’s protected property. These attacks have 
literally occurred all over the United States and have recently 
occurred in Canada. 

In most recent incidents when the burglars have been 
successful, they know when dealing with a UL Certified Burglar 
Alarm system, the required battery-backup protection is 

limited to four hours. The burglars then patiently wait as the 
power runs out. 

In the absence of any subscriber, UL Central Station guard 
and/or law enforcement officer conducting a thorough 
investigation as to the source of the alarm notification, the 
burglars are free to force their way into the protected property 
to attack the operation, including the safe(s), without fear of 
being interrupted. 

For many years burglars have deliberately triggered burglar 
alarm systems and have waited to see what type of response 
results. In fact, they have been known to trigger multiple 
burglar alarm signals over time to test both the reliability and 
timeliness of system response when initially there may be a 
subscriber, UL Central Station guard and/or law enforcement 
officer response. They do this to wear the response down. 

After investigating a series of these signals, the subscriber, 
UL Central Station guard and/or law enforcement officer may 
become convinced these signals are false and merely alarm 
systems issues and not indicative of an imminent burglary. 
Burglars continue to conduct these tactics because they 
continue to be effective.

As a jeweler you already know you are a target for burglars. 
Given this reality, in the wake of the recent series of attacks, 
some jewelers have arranged with their alarm service 
companies to notify them of an AC power outage at their 
business. This allows the appropriate investigation and/or 
intervention action. 

With a UL Certified burglar alarm system, any notification from 
your alarm service company about a loss of communication 
should be treated as an alarm condition. Failure to do so could 
have devastating consequences for your business.

By David Sexton

WHEN LOSS OF 
COMMUNICATION IS  

AN ALARM 
EVENT!
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Alarm Signal vs. Loss of Communication

Under UL’s Central Station Burglar Alarm Certificate Program 
and UL 827 the American National Standard for Central Station 
Services, any loss of communication with a burglar alarm 
security system while that system is “armed’ is required to be 
handled as an alarm event. 

The reasoning for this requirement acknowledges the fact that 
when criminals initiate an attack on a jeweler’s operation, they 
do so by cutting cables and either disabling or destroying radio 
antennas. Nighttime loss of burglar alarm communication with 
a single monitored jewelry operation is a highly suspicious 
situation—one that national security experts are convinced 
warrants reliable and timely investigation as a possible system 
compromise attempt.

Today, many jewelers’ burglar alarm systems utilize multiple 
monitored burglar alarm solutions incorporating various and 
diverse communication types (such as wired and wireless) each 
from different providers. A transient network outage on one of 
the alarm communication paths does not impair the monitoring 
facility communication with the protected property over the 
other path. In this instance an alarm event response would not 
be required. However, a simultaneous (or nearly simultaneous) 
loss of communication over both alarm communication paths 
is an indication of a criminal attack on a protected property 
and should be handled appropriately.

Under UL’s Mercantile Burglar Alarm Certificate Program, when 
an alarm or communication failure signal is received from a 
burglar alarm system that complies with UL 681, Installation and 
Classification of Burglar and Hold Up Alarm Systems, the UL 
Listed monitoring facility will notify the agency (s) or individual 
(s) specified in writing by the burglar alarm subscriber on file 
with the UL Listed monitoring facility. 

In the absence of this written specification, the UL monitoring 
facility operator will notify law enforcement having jurisdiction 
over the protected property in a manner that complies with all 
applicable laws or ordinances. If you want to learn more about 
alarm systems or are interested in making an upgrade, please 
email LossPrevention@jminsure.com. The in-house experts 
at Jewelers Mutual have a deep understanding of and close 
ties to the alarm industry, and we’re dedicated to making sure 
jewelry businesses like yours are safe and secure.

David Sexton

David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention 
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company. 
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual 
is the only insurance company in the U.S. and 
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting 
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.
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THESTYLEPAGE

Graymoor Lane Designs

Long bar pendant from the 
Barcelona Collection in 14K yellow 
gold with 16-17-18” chain

MSRP: $995

888-674-8340
Joyla Jewelry

Joy Flower pendant in 24k 
gold vermeil with 31.5” 
3mm labradorite chain with 
interchangeable O-clasp.

MSRP $375.

www.joylajewelry.com

Frederic Duclos

Sand Pebbles by 
Shiny pebbles are laid upon this smooth, 
matte surface (representing sand) 
These earrings are sterling silver with 
rhodium plating to prevent tarnishing. 

MSRP: $225.

866-898-3636

OWN Your Story

Black and white diamond 2 row 
imperfect hoops in 14k rose gold 
with 0.40ctw of white diamond 
and 0.50ctw black diamond pavé. 
Friction post backs.

MSRP: $2,595

312-320-3797

Benchmark

This incredible 8mm 
two-toned band with an 
intricate wall fracture center 
is framed beautifully by two 
tantalum edges.

MSRP: $1,195 (size 10) 

205-345-0555
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Belle Etoile

Sophia multi ring with olive, champagne, 
coffee, and white stones set into rhodium-
plated, nickel allergy-free, 925 sterling silver.

MSRP $275.

872-838-6728 

THESTYLEPAGE

Alisa

Bright polish 18K yellow gold tubular bangle 
has a contrasting sterling silver and 0.05ctw 
diamond center section. Secure hinge 
closing. Exclusively made in Italy.  

MSRP $1,825.

888-253-6600 

KC Designs

Diamond and blue sapphire 
Lucky Charms necklace with 
0.40ctw of diamonds and 
0.29ctw of blue sapphires 

MSRP $2,695.

800-552-3790

Bellarri

Lily Collection earrings feature pink 
sapphires and diamond accents set 
in 14kt rose gold.

MSRP: $4,280.

800-255-0192
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RingRescue™ Ring Remover from Gesswein

Is Your Customer’s Ring Impossible to Remove? Not Anymore! 
RingRescue™ is the new Non-Destructive Ring Removal set 
that belongs in every jewelry store!

In the years past, the only way to remove a ring from a swollen 
finger was to cut the ring apart with a conventional ring cutter. 
RingRescue™ is designed to be an innovative practical tool that 
can be used by anyone in a jewelry store to safely remove rings 
from swollen fingers. Best of all, without damage to the ring!

RingRescue™ was created to remove rings due to swollen 
fingers or some type of accident (in case of trauma, consider 
using a thin disposable glove under the device). Instead of 
cutting off the ring, which can carry liability, you can now easily, 
safely and quickly remove it with RingRescue™! Designed 

by a team of medical doctors and engineers, and tested in 
hospitals and jewelry stores, RingRescue™ offers the jewelry 
and medical industries a new and effective solution for on-
the-spot ring removal. With RingRescue™, you can remove an 
impossibly stuck ring without destroying the ring.

Simply apply RingRescue™ over the affected finger and push 
the bulb to inflate. The process takes up to 5 or 6 minutes for 
the most difficult swelling. Once the bulb of the RingRescue™ 
device is deflated, simply apply lubricant (included) to the area 
(ring) after compression to help take the ring off, now that the 
swelling has subsided. The process is that simple and can be 
completed by one person!

RingRescue™ is a must for any jewelry store, emergency room, 
urgent care facility, ambulance, fire trucks as well as many 
medical teams that include nurses, paramedics, and physicians 
(especially obstetricians!). Inner diameter of the cuff for your 
finger is approximately 1” (25.5mm). Made in Canada.

Key Features:
• Blade free removal
• Leaves ring intact
• Safe and Simple to Use

For more information call Gesswein at 203-366-5400

GSI Opens New Testing Laboratory In New York City

Gemological Science International (GSI), one of the largest 
gemological entities in the world, opened a second laboratory 
facility in New York focused on the screening and detection of 
undisclosed lab-grown diamonds in jewelry.

Located at 587 Fifth Avenue, GSI’s new laboratory is 4,200-square-
feet covering the entire ninth floor of the building where the 
organization will expand its service offerings and continue its 
groundbreaking work.

“The opening of this laboratory allows us to expand upon 
the extraordinary work the team at GSI is doing for the 
screening and detection of undisclosed lab-grown diamonds 
and simulants both in loose parcels and mounted jewelry,” 
said Debbie Azar, President and Co-Founder of Gemological 
Science International. “We identify undisclosed lab-grown 
diamonds on a daily basis within our worldwide facilities, and 
the opening of this laboratory will allow us to continue to be 
an innovator and help us develop methods to help protect the 
industry.”
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Citi Retail Services Study Reveals Jewelry 
Consumers’ Desire for Brick-And-Mortar Shopping 

Citi Retail Services today released the results of a nationwide 
study of 1,000 U.S. adults revealed shoppers still prefer to 
purchase jewelry in-store that despite the prevalence of online 
jewelry purchasing options. Among those consumers who have 
purchased jewelry, over two-thirds (68%) have purchased most 
or all of their jewelry in-store, compared to just 12% online, 
showing that within this industry, brick-and-mortar still shines 
bright.

While online purchasing offers convenience, nearly half (44%) 
of shoppers surveyed prefer the physical experience of being 
able to inspect and try on their jewelry in-person before buying. 
In turn, they spend more in-store. The survey found that 40% 
of consumers have bought a piece that cost at least $1,000 
with the most expensive piece of jewelry averaging $2,269 — 
more than double the $1,099 average for online.

The survey also highlighted consumers’ preferences for 
financing options. 28% of those surveyed said they would be 
most likely to use financing options over other jewelry services. 
Consumer appetite for cross-brand financing solutions is also 
very strong, with more than 69% indicating they would be more 
likely to use a financing solution that could be utilized across 
multiple jewelry retailers, if they were to finance a jewelry 
purchase. Further, consumers indicated that they would be 
most likely to finance a jewelry purchase for the following 
milestones: anniversary (43%), wedding (34%), engagement 
(34%), graduation (15%) and a new baby (12%).

 “As jewelry is such a personal item, buying in-store largely 
provides consumers with the confidence that comes after 
physically viewing and handling a product,” said Leslie McNamara, 
Chief Marketing Officer and Head of Workforce Development 
at Citi Retail Services. “Also, consumers indicated the value 
they derive from interacting with employees while shopping, 
which is an ideal opportunity for retailers to discuss financing 
options, which over a quarter of consumers are likely to use.”

Other key survey findings include:

A Gem for You, A Gem for Me

While jewelry is still seen as an archetypal gift for loved ones, 
half (50%) of jewelry-purchasers – and 57% of millennials – have 
bought most or all of their jewelry for themselves, as opposed 
to receiving it as a gift.
However, gifting still carries a special significance – 58% of 

jewelry-owners obtained their favorite piece of jewelry as a 
gift, either from a partner, family member, or close friend.
Sparkle and Shine

In addition to financing options, 28% of consumers indicated 
a strong preference for additional jewelry services, including 
complimentary cleaning, such as polishing and removing signs 
of wear (49%), styling assistance (16%) and leasing or rental 
programs, such as borrowing for a short period of time (6%).
Online Jewelry Purchases

When it comes to buying jewelry online, consumers expressed 
that their hesitation has resulted from having experienced the 
following: jewelry looked different than expected (27%), not 
the correct size (19%), and jewelry didn’t arrive in time, such as 
for a birthday or holiday (14%).

“Retailers with an online presence would be wise to ensure 
that they have detailed descriptions and photos of their 
product offerings and are providing the option for expedited 
shipping so that consumers have higher confidence in making 
these purchases,” said McNamara.

Citi Retail Services is a leading payments provider to many 
of the most notable brands in retail. With a diverse footprint 
spanning across sectors, including big box, apparel, electronics, 
industrial, powersports and more, CRS is shaping the industry 
and helping to drive major transformations across the retail 
space. Informed by data and insights, Citi Retail Services offers 
partners expert tools and solutions to build customer loyalty, 
increase profitability and drive business growth. 

There are more than 9,000 dedicated CRS employees 
strategically located across the U.S. Citi Retail Services is 
backed by the global capital, strategic insights and leadership 
of Citi (NYSE: C). Additional information may be found at www.
citiretailservices.com/jewelry.

Study Methodology

The Citi Retail Services Jewelry Survey was conducted by 
Wakefield Research among 1,000 nationally representative 
U.S. adults ages 18+ between May 1st and May 6th, 2019, 
using an email invitation and an online survey. The margin of 
error was +/-3%.

Jewelers Mutual Group Offers More Than Insurance 

Jewelers Mutual is known in the jewelry industry for offering 
protection for jewelry businesses with policies that can be scaled 
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as jewelers grow as well as protecting customers’ personal 
jewelry. The company dedicated to insuring jewelry businesses 
for more than 100 years also wants jewelry business owners to 
know this: Jewelers Mutual is more than just insurance.

In addition to helping jewelers stay connected to their 
customers, jewelers nationwide are also discovering the value 
Jewelers Mutual’s signature programs bring to their bottom 
line – either by means of cost savings or generating additional 
revenue for their businesses.

“We’ve come out with so many great programs — programs 
our jewelers have asked us for — to truly help raise the tide of 
the industry,” said Mark Devereaux, Vice President of Sales at 
Jewelers Mutual.

Jewelers Mutual Group’s three most popular programs are JM 
Care Plan™, JM Shipping Solution™ and Jeweler’s Cut® LINK.
JM Care Plan™ - Comprehensive 3-year and lifetime jewelry 
and watch protection plans designed to provide peace of mind 
to jewelry customers and increased revenue and customer 
retention for the jeweler. JM Care Plan provides repair 
and replacement benefits that complement the customer’s 
purchase and help keep their item in like-new condition.

JM Shipping Solution™ - Jewelers can compare and select 
shipping options with built-in discounts on freight, insurance, 
and more. This program allows the jewelry industry to shop all 
major carriers, service types, and packaging using dashboards 
to simplify their buying decision.

Jeweler’s Cut® LINK - An in-store solution for personal jewelry 
insurance that enhances the customer experience, increases 
revenue, and creates repeat business. Jewelers can earn cash 
for every item description (for pieces valued at $2,500 and 
above) submitted by their customers.

For example, Evan Silbert of Thurber Jewelers participates 
in the Jeweler’s Cut® LINK program. He recently shared with 
Jewelers Mutual, “We love getting our program reward — we 
use it to offset our own insurance costs. Everyone wins.”

Devereaux understands not every jeweler is ready to switch 
their current insurance carrier, and that’s okay. However, he 
feels strongly that there is no company that understands a 
jeweler’s business better than Jewelers Mutual. The company’s 
suite of offerings includes valuable benefits for both insured 
customers and those not yet insured with the nation’s leading 

insurer for the jewelry industry.

“Keeping pace in today’s competitive business environment 
can be overwhelming for any business owner. Whatever 
Jewelers Mutual can do to help make the industry stronger, 
we’re doing it,” Devereaux said.

As part of Jewelers Mutual’s commitment to strengthening the 
industry, they recently launched a new, easy-to-use Program 
Benefits Calculator. The tool is a helpful way for jewelry 
business owners to gain awareness to the financial benefits of 
Jewelers Mutual’s offerings beyond insurance.

The calculator allows users to generate a personalized estimate 
as to how their business can thrive using Jewelers Mutual’s 
programs. It respects the user’s time with an immediate 
assessment and provides an option to receive contact from 
a Jewelers Mutual agent to answer any additional questions.
Interested jewelers may estimate their true potential by trying 
out the Program Benefits Calculator at JewelersMutual.
com/Benefits and should visit the Jewelers Mutual booth at 
upcoming industry shows to inquire further. 

To find an agent and learn more about Jewelers Mutual’s 
comprehensive business coverage or programs, please contact 
Jewelers Mutual at 800-336-5642, ext. 2118 or emailsales@
jminsure.com.

LDC, Inc. Acquires Precious Metals Caster

LDC, Inc., a full-service jewelry manufacturer founded over 33 
years ago, is a fully integrated manufacturer offering services 
which include 3D model making, product development and 
design, as well as import capabilities. 

“We are excited to have new resources and capabilities to offer 
and continue driving value for all of our customers. Over the 
past 18 months, First Casting and LDC have worked closely 
to make this transition seamless. The First Casting Division 
of LDC will continue day-to-day business as usual, without 
interruption. We want to take this opportunity to thank you 
for putting your trust and support in First Casting and look 
forward to this next evolution with LDC. Our commitment 
to providing quality product, on time delivery and at a great 
price is stronger than ever during this exciting time,” said Ed 
DeCristofaro, CEO, LDC, Inc. 

Keith Marsello will be the main contact at First Casting and can 
be emailed directly keith@ldc85.com. 
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Ashi Diamonds Appoints Steven Parks ForNew 
England Region

Ashi Diamonds is glad to introduce Steven Parks as your 
Sales Representative and Marketing Consultant for New York, 
Connecticut, New Hampshire), Rhode Island, Massachusetts 
Maine, and Vermont (VT). Steven’s appointment is part of 
Ashi’s Marketing and Expansion Strategy that will enable it to 
better service the Independent Jewelers in the United States.

Steven comes to Ashi with over 30 years of experience in the 
Jewelry industry. Steven’s Sales and Marketing experience 
making him a perfect addition to the Ashi’s Sales Team. He 
will work with Independent Jewelers in developing their 
merchandising and marketing strategy to grow their business 
and build their brand.

Steven will contact you soon to set up an appointment to 
discuss your jewelry and marketing requirements. Please 
feel free to call him on his cell 203-979-2873 or email him at 
stevenparks@ashidiamonds.com. He looks forward to working 
with you to help you grow your business and build your brand. 
Steve Parks.com

Stuller Introduces New Findings and Metals 
Catalog

Stuller is excited to announce the release of our newest 
catalog, Findings and Metals 2020-2021. 

“We’ve added several key improvements to this catalog based 
off of customer feedback,” says Alissa Talbot, senior findings 
product manager. “Our biggest improvement to note, is that 
all products in this book are shown to scale, making purchasing 
decisions much easier and faster.” 

Other new and improved features include

• Additional product tabs for easier navigation. 
• More product relationships identified, making it easier to 
find like items. 
• Semi-set pricing featured throughout. 
• Expanded introductions to better identify what’s in each 
section.

“As you browse the catalog, you’ll also discover an array of 
new product,” says Talbot. “This book includes our largest 
expansion of 14 karat rose gold findings to date.” 

As with the release of most catalogs, customers can participate 
in a catalog interaction contest for the chance to win a Stuller 
account credit. To learn more about Findings and Metals 2020-
2021 and the Change Up Challenge Catalog Contest visit 
Stuller.com/FindingsCatalog2020.

Belle Étoile Raises Awareness to Fight Against 
Breast Cancer!

Belle Étoile, one of the fastest growing, fashion brands in the 
jewelry industry, is proud to announce a new addition to the Aria 
Collection to support breast cancer research and awareness.

Sterling silver jewelry designer and manufacturer Belle Étoile 
will support breast cancer awareness through a special edition 
collection. Aria by Belle Étoile will feature an exclusive hand-
painted pink Italian enamel coloration available starting this 
October. Belle Étoile will partner with retailers to donate 
a portion of the proceeds to the Breast Cancer Research 
Foundation to fund breast cancer research. Founded in 1993, 
the Breast Cancer Research Foundation has raised more than 
half a billion dollars for lifesaving research. Through their 
unique and streamlined grants program, the brightest minds 
in science and medicine are able to make discoveries and 
design new approaches to address all aspects of breast cancer.

“October is Breast Cancer Awareness month and this cause 
is very dear to us all at Belle Étoile,” says Carolyn Thamkul, 
Executive Vice President at Belle Étoile. In honor of breast 
cancer awareness, with every purchase of the pink Aria 
pendant, Belle Étoile is donating 20% of the proceeds to the 
Breast Cancer Research Foundation to prevent and cure breast 
cancer by advancing research. “It is very important for us to 
raise awareness to fight against breast cancer and to continue 
to support and to find hope for all,” adds Thamkul.
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The Aria Collection, with price points starting at $125 USD, 
captures sophistication and power in hand-painted Italian 
enamel on pavé-set sterling silver. With accessible price points, 
combined with impeccable quality, Belle Étoile continues to 
be a rising star in the industry.

For more information or to participate, call 415-626-9223.

Frederick Goldman’s Jewelry Solutions Group Taps 
Two Industry Professional

Frederick Goldman’s recently formed Jewelry Solutions Group 
has added Donna DeLucia, as Senior Director of Technical 
Sales, and John Badee as Director of Manufacturing and 
Engineering. 

Donna DeLucia, formerly of John 
C. Nordt and LeachGarner, brings 
extensive product knowledge and 
an ability to forge deep customer 
relationships for Frederick 
Goldman, Inc. 

John Badee, formerly General Manager at Riva Precision, a 
well-regarded high-end manufacturer of cast and machined 
products, will strengthen Goldman’s manufacturing capabilities 

as it continues to grow its On 
Demand and OEM business through 
the Jewelry Solutions Group.

“We are extremely fortunate to 
retain John and Donna as we expand 
our On Demand and OEM customer 
base and product offering,” 
commented Jonathan Goldman, 
Chairman and CEO of Frederick Goldman, Inc. “This is a fast-
growing segment of our business that has been universally, 
and enthusiastically, accepted by our customers. Quick-make, 
inventory light, high-quality, and on demand products satisfies 
the needs of all retailers today. We look forward to great things 
from Donna and John as the Jewelry Solutions Group scales 
under the leadership of our COO, John Orrico.”

For inquiries about the Jewelry Solutions Group, please email 
JSG@FGoldman.com.

OZ Elite Micromotor System

The OZ Elite Micromotor system features an advanced 
controller and a 50,000rpm, 230W brushless rotary handpiece 
for incredible power. Provides ample torque (up to 8.3 Ncm) at 
all times to ensure fast and smooth metal removal. 

The unit also features a handpiece that is thin, lightweight, and 
one of the shortest available on the market. Ideal for a variety 
of applications including grinding, finishing and polishing. 

System includes the OZ Elite Micromotor controller and H180 
handpiece with 3/32” and 1/8” collet, variable speed foot 
rheostat (FS60), handpiece cradle rest, detachable handpiece 
holder and replacement fuse. Made in South Korea.

Donna DeLucia

John Badee

Belle Étoile  
Aria Pink Bangle  
MSRP $395

Belle Étoile Aria Pink 
Ring  
MSRP $175

Belle Étoile 
Aria Pink Earrings 
MSRP $250

Belle Étoile Aria Pink 
Pendant  
MSRP $125
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Key Features:

• Consistent torque - even at low speeds.
•  Both dial or foot rheostat speed control.
•  Auto-cruise function for fixed speed operation with foot 

rheostat.
•  Easy-to-read digital speed display for precise speed and 

torque settings.
•  Self-diagnostic error display & memory storage.
•  Error-checking/troubleshooting system with digital display.
•  Overload protection.
• Forward/reverse rotation function.
•  Handpiece is thin, lightweight, and one of the shortest on 

market.
•  Sturdy rubber feet to sit on your bench in the vertical or 

horizontal position.
•  One-year warranty.

For more information call Gesswein at 203-366-5400

BriteCo Jewelry and Watch Insurance Partners with 
International Gem Society 

BriteCo, LLC, a jewelry and watch insurance company will offer 
a free Appraisal Management Platform to qualified jewelers, 
announced a partnership with The International Gem Society, 
LLC (IGS), the world’s top resource for gem professionals, 
enthusiasts, and industry content. With more than 10,000 
members worldwide and 4.5 million website visitors annually, 
IGS provides online gemology education and community 
forums along with gemstone pricing and buying guides, and a 
directory of gem-related businesses. 

“We’re excited to be partnering with IGS to enhance the value 
of our online appraisal management platform,” said BriteCo 
founder and CEO Dustin Lemick. “It’s another way for us to 
provide our jeweler partners with the best product possible, 
saving them time and effort and helping to make their jewelry 
businesses more successful.” 

“Over the last 21 years, we have assembled detailed pricing 
and technical information jewelers can use to help appraise 
over 70 different gemstones,” according to IGS managing 
member Seth Rosen. “The values in our guides come from a 
variety of sources including primary and secondary gemstone 
dealers, jewelers, miners, and wholesale suppliers of commonly 
traded gemstones.” 

The cloud based BriteCo Appraisal Management Platform™ 
(AMP) from BriteCo enables jewelers to create appraisals in ten 
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minutes or less. Free to qualified jewelers, the BriteCo AMP 
uses intuitive self-guided screens to enter key information, 
include photos, and get a recommended range for appraised 
value based on market data. Once the jeweler finalizes an 
appraised value, customers receive an email with an electronic 
copy of the appraisal for their records. 

When the appraisal is finalized, BriteCo sends an email or 
text directly to the customer that includes a custom quote for 
replacement insurance coverage. The customer clicks a link 
in the message, fills out a short application on their phone 
or other device, pays by credit or debit card, and is insured 
immediately. 

Retail jewelers can view a video demo of the appraisal platform 
and apply to become a BriteCo jeweler partner at www.brite.
co/for-jewelers. 

Sam Ziefer Joins Fortuna to Head Up Business 
Development 

Fortuna is proud to announce industry 
veteran, Sam Ziefer (pictured), has 
joined the company’s management 
team as Executive Vice President of 
Business Development. 

Mr. Ziefer brings over 50 years of 
industry experience, most recently 
as VP of Sales at White Pine Trading 
Co.—a second-hand jewelry and watch buying company. Prior to 
that, he lead the retail division at CIRCA—a prominent buyer of 
pre-owned jewelry, gemstones and watches—and is the former 
president and owner of Mayers Jewelry Co. and WC Edge. 

“Sam is an industry veteran with decades of experience 
spanning retail, manufacturing, sales, distribution, and more. 
Most importantly, he aligns strongly with our company values 
and ethics,” said Chief Executive Officer, John Saxon. “He will 
be instrumental to Fortuna’s growth and we are thrilled to have 
him on the team.”

In his role, Mr. Ziefer will focus on building strategic partnerships 
and strengthening Fortuna’s nationwide footprint.

“It is an exciting time to join Fortuna,” Mr. Ziefer said. “I’ve 
been in this industry for a long time and Fortuna is a breath of 
fresh air. They are always honest and transparent and represent 
an evolution in how both consumers and retailers can get the 

maximum value for their assets. It’s the right time to expand, 
and I’m proud to be part of it.” 

Fortuna has recently launched a monthly live “Exchange” 
auction as well as a “No-Reserve Watches” auction, offering 
a broad range of fine jewelry and iconic watches. With the 
appointment of Mr. Ziefer, the company is gearing for rapid 
growth in 2019 and beyond. 

$2 Million in GIA Scholarships Available for 2020 
Classes

Applications will be accepted Aug. 1 through Sept. 30

GIA is offering $2 million in scholarships for aspiring or current 
gem and jewelry professionals interested in GIA gemology, 
jewelry manufacturing arts, distance education courses and 
lab classes in 2020. The scholarships are available for on-
campus and distance education programs, and are open to 
U.S. and international prospective students. Applications will 
be accepted Aug. 1 through Sept. 30, 2019. The scholarships 
are made available by the GIA Endowment Fund and private 
donors.

Applications for 2020 scholarships are available at GIA.
edu/scholarships. For details on eligibility, how to apply 
and required documents, visit GIA.edu/gem-education-
scholarship-instruction-information.

Gabrielle White, GIA Graduate Jeweler and scholarship 
recipient, said “The scholarship I received from GIA helped 
me afford an education that I otherwise would not have 
financially been able to obtain. The process is definitely worth 
the education that you will receive.”

GIA has awarded more than $10 million in scholarships since 
2010, helping more than 2,000 students study at GIA schools 
in Bangkok, Carlsbad, Dubai, Hong Kong, London, Mumbai, 
New York, Surat, Taiwan and now Tokyo, as well as through 
distance education programs.

“Scholarships are an important part of our mission to ensure the 
public trust in gems and jewelry, and our goal of educating the 
next generation of industry professionals,” said Duncan Pay, 
GIA vice president and chief academic officer. “Through our 
professional credentials, career services and alumni network, 
GIA graduates are positioned for success.”

For more information, call +1 (760) 603-4131 or email 
scholarship@gia.edu.

Sam Ziefer



American Gem Society Honors Industry Leaders

A proud tradition in the American Gem Society (AGS) once 
again honored the outstanding accomplishments of the 
jewelry industry’s best and brightest at the annual Circle of 
Distinction Dinner. The prestigious event was held at New York 
City’s historic Plaza Hotel and celebrated the work of three 
well-known and highly-respected industry professionals.

Alan M. Zimmer, President and CEO of Reeds Jewelers, Inc., 
received the prestigious Lifetime Achievement Award for his 
significant contributions to the industry throughout his career. 
Elliot Tannenbaum, Senior Principal of Leo Schachter Diamond 
Group, and Caryl Capeci, CEO, of Chow Tai Fook (CTF) North 
America, were both awarded the distinctive AGS Triple Zero® 
Award for their many accomplishments and their dedication to 
the fine jewelry industry.

In their acceptance speeches, the honorees told personal 
stories about their careers and inspiration, and expressed their 
appreciation for the American Gem Society and the jewelry 
industry. 

“I am honored and humbled to receive the lifetime 
achievement award from the American Gem Society,” said Mr. 
Zimmer during his acceptance speech. “AGS is a steward of 
this industry. They are an organization dedicated to making us 
all better by creating industry standards to protect not only the 
jewelry consumer, but our industry as a whole.”

“I have always felt that the AGS was a reliable partner in our 
efforts by promoting the highest standards of professionalism 
in the laboratory and in the jewelry retail arena. All of us in the 
industry have benefitted from this incredible organization,” 
said Mr. Tannenbaum, who also noted, “Education of the sort 
developed and promoted by the AGS has been a key factor in 
the success of our company and of the industry at large in our 
generation.”

“I am incredibly proud to receive the AGS Triple Zero Award,” 
said Ms. Capeci. “At CTF, we are deeply committed to the 
long-term success of the jewelry industry in North America. 
A key element of this will be investing in and developing 
the talent of the future. No 
industry organization sets a 
better example for this than 
the AGS with their impressive 
Young Titleholders Group and 
effective mentoring program. 
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The industry as a whole should pay attention to these efforts 
and follow their lead.”

The American Gem Society would like to thank the following 
sponsors for their generous support in making the event both 
memorable and a success: JCK Events, Chow Tai Fook North 
America, Wells Fargo, GIA, Jewelers Mutual Insurance Group, 
and Signet Jewelers.

To learn more about American Gem Society, please visit www.
americangemsociety.org.

Second Annual JFC Day Announced

The second annual JFC Day will be held on Saturday September 
28, 2019. JFC Day is a day for all supporters of JFC and for 
potential new ones to celebrate the success of the industry’s 
support for children in need and raise visibility and funds for 
the charity. JFC Day is the brain child of Steven Vardi, a JFC 
board member who helped develop the concept along with 
JFC’s Marketing Committee. 

During the inaugural JFC Day in 2018, retailers across the 
country ran promotions in their stores to celebrate the 
industry’s success of helping thousands of children through the 
JFC charity partners. Participating companies included Reeds 
Jewelers, Day’s Jewelers, Tiny Jewel Box, Richline Group, and 
Howard’s Jewelry Center. 

The JFC charity partners rallied their local supporters to visit 
jewelers and thank them for their support. In an effort spear-
headed by the National CASA/GAL Association, the four 
partners worked to produce a thank you card and script for 
their supporters to use. 

Anyone can participate in JFC Day. Suppliers, retailers and 
consumers can help us recognize the accomplishment of 
raising nearly $57 million to support kids. Suppliers can reach 
out to all of their retail customers, asking them to participate 
in the initiative. Retailers will be asked to reach out to their 
customer base to educate them about JFC and invite them 
to participate in whatever activity 
the retailer has planned for 
September 28. Everyone will be 
asked to use their social media 
presence to promote the day, 
particularly on that Saturday to 
encourage nationwide, blanket of 
exposure for the charity.

JFC will provid participants with materials to make it easy to 
promote the day, as well as ideas on how they can participate. 
Support will include trade ads, sample social media, customer 
communications, and in-store signage.  The JFC website has 
suggested ideas on programs that can be run along with 
collateral material that can be downloaded and customized.

Companies interested in participating in JFC Day can sign up 
on the JFC website at www.jewelersforchildren.org, or contact 
JFC at 212-687-2949, or info@jewelersforchildren.org.

Edge Retail Academy Aggregates Data from Over 
1100 Stores

The Edge Retail Academy (ERA), the leading retail jewelry 
business advising company, announced that it now has over 
1100 retail stores contributing sales and inventory data to its 
Edge Pulse program. The aggregated data of these doors 
exceeds $5 billion in sales.

“We are the single largest aggregator of independent retailers, 
which gives retailers and vendors access to the most robust data,” 
said Sherry Smith, Director of Business Development, ERA.

Retailers access this real-time data through ERA’s Edge Pulse 
program on any device from anywhere. The benchmarking 
feature allows them to measure their performance against their 
peers, easily identify growing categories and brands among peer 
stores and take quick action to capture this trending business.

Edge Retail Academy has an exclusive integration with The 
Edge, the leading POS provider in the retail jewelry industry. 
Dick Abbott, President of The Edge, commented “Edge Pulse 
provides valuable data about sales and inventory to help 
jewelers better run their businesses.”

“ERA is the only aggregator who has industry trends customized 
to their needs,” Mrs. Smith added.

Vendors can subscribe to the aggregated data to better 
understand sell-through data and inventory levels. “Our 
comparative analysis feature allows vendors to measure their 
performance against industry 
performance,” said Smith.

“The Vendor Services program 
has been a great way for us to 
see how we are performing 
at retail. This gives us the 
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opportunity to engage our retail-partners in ways that helps 
our business and theirs, based on real-time data and a mutual 
desire to drive turn and inventory efficiency,” said Peter Smith, 
President of Mémoire.

Vendors participating in the program include DeBeers, NPD, 
Hearts of Fire, Pandora, and David Yurman, among others.
Mrs. Smith notes that retailer data is aggregated anonymously. 
Vendors must have their retailer’s approval to see sell-through 
data on specific products.

ERA distributes insights from the sales data at an industry 
level monthly in its ‘The Vibe’ newsletter. The email is free; 
interested retailers and vendors can be added by indicating 
interest to Inquiries@EdgeRetailAcademy.com.

More information about the Edge Pulse program for retailers 
can be found at www.edgeretailacademy.com/edge-pulse-
program-details. 

Micaela Erlanger Named Brand Ambassador For 
Suna’s Platium Born Collection

One of Hollywood’s preeminent celebrity stylists Micaela 
Erlanger is now an official brand ambassador for Platinum Born 
as announced today by Suna Bros., the exclusive distributor 
for the collection. 

Known for its pure, rare and eternal qualities, platinum is 
celebrated as the most luxurious metal and will travel through 
every one of life’s stages. Platinum Born is a jewelry brand that 
sells platinum-only designs that are as strong, radiant and as 
versatile as the women who wear them. 

In her new role, Erlanger will highlight platinum as her preferred 
metal for jewelry. The campaign launched with Erlanger curating Barri

“Micaela’s Style Selects” from Platinum Born, and will continue 
with her making a personal appearance to further showcase what 
she admires most about platinum jewelry in fashion, as well as 
on the red carpet on a personal and professional styling level. 
. 
“My love of platinum jewelry began years ago when my 
grandmother first introduced me to the metal,” says Erlanger. 
“I style my celebrity clients with platinum jewelry for events 
because the metal is chic yet durable. So, I am looking forward 
to offering my suggestions on how to wear platinum jewelry to 
create every day fashionable moments whether going out with 
friends or making a red-carpet debut.” 

“Micaela Erlanger is Platinum Born. Her innate sense of 
fashion and intuitive styling savvy resonate with consumers,” 
explained Aron Suna, president of Suna Bros. “She will really 
help generate exposure for the brand.                                TRJ
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For new sterling silver jewelry line
 from an established brand. For more

 than 65 years, Nambe has been
 synonymous with award-winning modern 
style, with designs exhibited in or acquired 

for the collections of 23 international 
museums. Sales Reps wanted for:

  FL, TX, AR, MS, LA, OK, IL, WI, MN, MS, 
KS, NE, ND, SD, VA, NC, SC, & Caribbean.

Jewelry Sales Rep Wanted

Shannon Brown - Director of Sales
shannon@nambe.com  •   646-880-3756

MARKET ADS

The Retail Jeweler 2019 Closing Dates

Experienced Inside Sales Account Manager (B2B) In NYC

Are you a driven, laser focused and enthusiastic salesperson with extraordinary 
people and communication skills? If so, then XL Diamonds needs you to help 
grow our super team of diamond experts!

$$$$$ THE SKY IS THE LIMIT $$$$$

Base pay and commission 
No earning cap & potential for bonuses
Paid vacation & medical benefits
Section 125 Plan
Travel opportunities & Company generated leads

If interested, please email your resume to hr@xldiamonds.com 

SERVICES TO THE TRADE

A bridal and fashion goods manufacturer is currently 
interviewing sales reps for New England, east coast, 

southern states and Texas. Please come and talk 
to us at the JCK booth B57007 or please call us at

SALES  REPS  NEEDED 
Variety Gem Co. Inc.  -   Great Neck NY.

(800) 735-4367 or email moshe@varietygem.com

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

CLASSIFIEDS
 (Per Column Inch)

 Per Issue  Running

8X =   $90 per inch 
4X = $105 per inch 
1X = $120 per inch

ClassifiedsMarket Place

MARKET PLACE
 (4.5” w  X  2.5”  h)

Per Issue Running

8X = $630 per issue
4X = $730 per issue
1X = $880 per issue

Midas Chain Inc, the premier jewelry manufacturer 
with over 30 years in business, is seeking 

experienced, motivated sales professionals to 
represent our product lines. The extensive Midas 
collection includes a high quality and diverse line
 of Gold, Silver and Crystal jewelry. All territories 

are available with excellent internal sales
 support and non-competitive lines are welcome. 

Please email resumes to
 hr@midaschain.com or fax 201-244-1151

Attn: Human Resources Dept

Sales Reps
Wanted

TRJ Classified Pricing




